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ABSTRACT
Hydrological and climate data are presented through time series. Chaos Theory offers
excellent results in analyzing and forecasting time series. This theory analyzes chaotic
parameters to study the behavior of time series, detect chaos and to make the related
predictions. Due to the nature of climate data in the time series of natural systems, the
analysis of their chaotic capability in different climatic conditions is important. This study
tries to investigate the behavior of meteorological parameters in three climates; hot and dry,
mild and wet, using the 0-1 test to present a proper assessment of the performance of this
method. The evaluation of this test is based on two modes of the classified date, with c-means,
and the raw data. The results show that this method is efficient in diagnosing the chaos data of
the three climates in the three stations of Tehran’s Mehrabad, Rasht and Ahvaz from 1947 to
2014. In addition, the ability of the test is approved in order to determine the ecological state
of chaos systems using the raw data.
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In the study of hydrological data and meteorological parameters, based on the nature of these
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parameters, the climate data are outlined as time series with a non-linear process. The study of
these time series, used to be done in numerous ways. Achieving the correct behavioristic
approach of these time series is particularly efficient in flood and drought forecasting. In
addition to traditional methods of statistical forecasting and time series analysis, the
emergence of theories such as chaos theory have shed light on more aspects of time series
analysis. Chaos theory, studies the systems which at first glance seem to have random
behavior, but there are certain rules in the same system. In other words, in any disorder lies an
order. This system is very sensitive to initial conditions and it shows data with different levels
of accuracy and little frequency impact[1].  Lorenz in his studies conclude that a slight
change in the initial conditions of the turbulent equations would lead to fluctuations in the
system response and severe changes in its results. Lorenz named it the Butterfly Effect (does
the flapping of a butterfly lead to visibility in Texas? Edward Lawrence 1963), in the sense
that a slight change in initial conditions can lead to vast and unpredictable results in the
system. This is the cornerstone of the chaos theory. Instability, non-periodic behavior,
deterministic systems, non-linearity, are part of a chaotic system [2]. Chaotic behavior is a
behavior in which sensitivity to initial conditions can be observed and its components are not
independent of each other and are not connected to each other completely. The unique
properties of chaotic systems, is their dependence on initial conditions. If the system starts
from the two primary modes with very little difference, in non-chaotic systems this little
difference would lead to an error in prediction that increases linearly with time. But in chaotic
systems, the error grows exponentially with time so that after a short time the system would
be unfamiliar. This phenomenon only occurs in nonlinear systems and it is called sensitivity to
initial conditions. In chaotic systems, a small divergence does not remain small and grows
exponentially [3,4].
There are different ways to identify chaos in the system, Study of Lyapunov’s exponent, the
inscribed dimension, the chaotic phase of the space systems under the study, are the usual
methods in the study of chaotic behavior; Nevertheless, 0-1 test is a simple and very efficient
method.
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1.2. The 0-1 Test
The 0-1 test is used to distinguish chaos in the forecasting systems and it was first presented
by [5]. They examined the test on the time series in 2005 and analyzed the recognition feature
of chaos on data with good noise. [6] by analyzing 0-1 test on chaotic data of a long time
series, confirmed the functionality of this test in diagnosing the chaos. In addition to this, they
receive good response by examining this test on noisy data. [7], by analyzing 0-1 test on
physical time series, compared its performance with a good Lyapunov’s exponent.
[8], run this test on the behavior of complex nonlinear systems such as plasma, multi fractal
analysis of time series’ approach, and in this way they approved the ability of this test to
estimate the result of very complex systems. [9], by analyzing some of the typical chaotic
behavior of nonlinear dynamical systems, ensure the accuracy of the test in detecting different
systems.
[10], investigate the chaotic behavior of Hamiltonian dynamic systems with this test, and
confirmed its validity. [11], in the study the solar wind and the magnetic turbulence
surrounding the Earth, used this test and announced its benefits. [12], used this theory in the
study of the sediment of China's Yellow River and evaluate it as useful in predicting the
turbulence.[13], announced that in chaotic systems, whether large scale or small scale, despite
the usefulness of Lyapunov’s exponent in detecting the chaotic systems, it cannot be the only
reason for chaos in the system. [14], by studying the systems with low degree of chaos
announced that in some cases chaotic systems have negative Lyapunov’s exponent, while 0-1
test better confirms the presence of chaos in the system.
Meanwhile, the analysis of the efficiency of this test is significant in recognizing the chaos in
the time series data of natural systems like climatic systems. The correct understanding of the
system in predicting rainfall using this theory and prevention of drought and flood is very
important. In this research, it has been tried, based on the sensitivity of the climatic data, to
evaluate the performance of this test in meteorological systems. This is done by examining the
chaos capability of the meteorological data in different areas.
2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
2.1. The 0-1 Test
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This section introduces the details of the algorithm of 0-1 test. This algorithm is unlike other
analytic chaos methods and it directly analyses chaos on the time series data [15].
The advantages of this test are:
a. It is applicable on continuous-time systems, experimental data, systems with correct and
deficit dimensions.
b. A test is binary when the output value is zero or one and this output gives us a
straightforward answer about the type of the dynamic system. Whereas, proper understanding
of the system is not possible for Lyapunov values [9][16] .
The measured data set that is in the form of time series, is displayed with Ø0(i), that i=
1,2,…,T and T is the number of data.
(1) ( ) = ∑ (Ø ( ),Ø ( + ) ) × (Ø ( ),Ø ( ) )(Ø ( )) ( Ø ( ) )Ø ( ),Ø ( )
Where τ is the delay time data and its value corresponds to the minimum Toby (τ) and we
have:
(2) Ø ( ) = Ø( + ) j= 1,2,3,……,N
By selecting a random number c ، c ϵ (π 5⁄ , 4π 5⁄ ), two-coordinates Pc (n) ، qc (n) are defined
as follows.
(3) ( ) = ∑ Ø ( ) (Ø ( ))
(4) ( ) = ∑ Ø ( ) (Ø ( ))
(5) Ø ( ) = + ∑ Ø ( ) = 1,2,3, … ,
The displacement square Mc (n) is defined as follows.
(6) ( ) = →∞ × ∑ ( + ) − ( ) + ( ( + ) − ( )), 1, 10
In the next step Dc (n), the square displacement is modified as follows:
(7) ( ) = ( ) − →∞ ∑ Ø( )
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And the median value correlation coefficient, K, is defined as follows:
(8) K = median (Kc)
(9) = ,∆ (∆) [−1,1]
Where ξ = (1,2,3,…,ncut) and Δ = (Dc(1),Dc(2),…,Dc(ncut)) and ncut= round(N/10) and the
covariance and variance of x and y vector is defined as follows.
(10) ( , ) = ∑ ( ( ) − ̅)( ( ) − )
(11) ̅ = ∑ ( ) , ( ) = ( , )
If K ≈ 0 or (K˂0.05) (chadri et al.,2012), this shows that our dynamic system is in normal
condition. If K ≈ 1, it shows that the system is chaotic. In fact, P(n) and q(n) are components
whose boundedness represent the basis of a sustainable dynamic system or external (chaotic)
movements [17][18][19].
2.2. The Studied Range
In order to do a more comprehensive analysis, three types of climate, wet, mild, hot and dry are
studied. Statistics of Tehran’s Mehrabad station in the mild climate, Ahvaz station in hot and
dry climate and Rasht station in humid climate are statistically analyzed. The monthly rainfall
data of 41 years from 1947 to 2014 are reviewed in each area.
2.2.1. Tehran
Tehran is a city at 51° 6′ 0″ to 51° 38′ 0″ East longitude and 35° 34′ 0″ to 35° 51′ 0″ North
latitude. Its height from the sea level varies between 1800 meters in the north to 1200 meters in
the center and 1050 meters in the south.
2.2.2. Ahvaz
Ahvaz is a city at 31° 20′ 0″ North latitude and 48° 40′ 0″ East longitude and in the plain of
Khuzestan, located 18 meters above the sea level. Ahvaz area is 318 square kilometers.
2.2.3. Rasht
Rasht is located at 49° 36′ 0″ East longitude and 37° 16′ 0″ North latitude and its distance from
Tehran is 300 km. The city of Rasht is in a Flat land with an area of 180 square kilometers and
the average height of 5 meters above the sea level.
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2.3. The Findings
Due to the high sensitivity of climate data in the forecasting, it is important to recognize the
correct behavior of systems; hence the studied data are evaluated using two modes. In the first
state, all the data have been noise-freed using classification method of c-means and then are
evaluated; and the second state is done on the raw data.
The results are as follows:
For the statistics of Tehran’s Mehrabad station, the obtained amount of the 0-1 test for the
classified data using pre-processing method of c-means is 0.911, which is very close to zero and
shows the chaotic behavior in data systems. The test result of the 0-1 test on the raw data of
Tehran’s Mehrabad station is 0.9974, which shows chaos in the data.
The results obtained from 0-1 test for the raw data of Ahvaz station is 0.9947 and for the
classified data using c-means is 0.9967. The results of this test confirm the existence of chaotic
behavior in the hot-dry rainfall time series and it has a good response on the raw data.
The obtained values from the 0-1 test for the raw data of Rasht station is 0.9959 and for the
classified data using c-means is 0.9980. Both digits show values close to one and confirm the
chaotic time series.
The results in both cases with values close to one, show the chaotic behavior of the parameters
under investigation in the three climatic types of wet, mild, hot and dry. It is worth noting, in the
three listed studied areas, the conventional diagnostic method of chaos has been carried out to
investigate the Lyapunov’s exponent, the phase space and … by the author of this paper and it
shows the chaotic results of behavior of the studied parameters in the three climates. In addition,
it confirms the validity of the test results.
3. CONCLUSION
Due to the behavioristic nature of the meteorological data such as rainfall, it is important to
provide a detailed interpretation and a proper analysis of the behavior of the data. Chaos theory
has largely succeeded in analyzing the time series data for hydraulic systems. Detection of the
natural behavior of the systems by chaos requires an examination of the behavior of these time
series by chaotic parameters such as Lyapunov’s exponent and …. In this approach, the use of
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the 0-1 test as a diagnostic chaos is very effective. The research results of the evaluation test in
the diagnosis of weather and climate chaos, approves its qualifications. In addition to the results
obtained in the evaluation of the chaotic conditions on the raw data by this test, the use of this
method, shows its ability to diagnose the chaos of time series in climatic parameters.
This test can be used as a rapid assessment of the chaos and turbulence of the weather and
climate systems. In addition, this test is very useful in accelerating the prediction of chaotic
systems with the ability to process the raw data with noise.
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